1. Welcome Page - Login

Four highly secure authentication mechanisms enable login to myeDFi: eye scan, finger print scan, voice signature and the traditional membership number and password. myeDFi enables users to perform financial and data transactions from anywhere, any time, via traditional or mobile devices, such as PDAs, mobile telephones and interactive digital TV.

2. Main Menu

The four key secure service components of myeDFi are:

- Access to unlimited disk space
- Life management services
- Pay-as-you-go software
- Collaborative computing

Additional services such as eMail, contacts, agenda, online shopping, micro payments, alert messages and production of personal and financial reports are also available through myeDFi.

3. Account Aggregation and Wealth Management

A consolidated view of selected accounts on a single webpage. Users with multiple bank accounts from different banks have a single sign-on to all their accounts. Users are able to:

- View account lists and statements
- Make transfers of money and payments
- Manage standing orders and direct debit
4. Online Software

On demand cost-effective availability of mainstream software, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Get free upgrades and use the subscription scheme (pay-as-you-use, one-off or limited period) that is more convenient for you. By optimising the available bandwidth, myeDFi offers a remote electronic desktop giving the user the functionality and security expected of a hard-wired system.

5. Disk Space

Unlimited hard disk space to store office and personal data such as financial portfolios, medical records, music and videos. myeDFi provides additional services such as periodic backups, virus checking and data recovery services. myeDFi takes deposits of information from individuals and businesses, guaranteeing to keep it secure for a relatively low cost and makes it accessible to them in an encrypted online format at all times. myeDFi is the worldwide virtual hard disk store of encrypted information, with a security guarantee.

6. Customisable Reports

myeDFi users leverage a new generation of information networks. They create collaborative marketplaces that allow individuals to exchange information with trusted third parties and allow individuals and corporations to create to conduct business more effectively.